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ABSTRACT 

Feasibility is shown for the use of a liquid-metal-coupled regenerator 
incorporated in a 7:1-pressure-ratio, 1000-horsepower turboshaft study 
engine.  The weight of the regenerator for .525 overall effectiveness 
is 235 pounds.  The increase in the engine weight resulting from incor- 
porating this regenerator in the powerplant system is 303 pounds.  The 
regenerator design weights are based on current state-of-the-art materials 
and fabrication techniques for the heat exchanger elements.  Use of thin 
fin material, available before the end of the year would reduce the 
weighs of the heat exchanger tc 200 pounds.  This fin material develop- 
ment projected two years hence is axpected to reduce this weight tc 180 
pounds.  No attempt was made to optimize the engine cycl« or powerplant 
configuration to minimize regenerator weight.  The Performance of the study 
engine with regeneration Includes the attractive specific fuel consumption 
at 100 percent power of .446 potntfl per horsepower hour, and below .55 
pounds per horsepower boux to 40 percent rated power.  Detail perfcrmance 
celculations have been made to support the feasibility of this regenerat-.'r- 
e-glne composite. 

A study of the exchangers which transfer heat from the hot gases leaving 
the turbine to the relatively cooler compressor delivery air has been 
made.  A.i engine is shown in enough detail to demonstrate how the re- 
generator system Is incorporated by the engine.  The cores of the heat 
exchangers use 5/32-inch Hastel loy B tubing on which .008-inch fins, 
copper clad with stainless steel, are helically wound 24 to the inch. 
In the heat exchanger behind the compressor the airflow is la the axisl 
direction through an ann^lus filled with tubes bent to forsa involutes. 
In the heat exchanger downstre&ns of the turbine the gas flow is radial 
through tubes running fore and aft between the headers.  The finned tubes 
in both cores are serpentine designed in thttt they take five or more passes 
between headers, thus closely simulating r.o interflow heat transfer end also 
maintaining tube to header welds at. a mintmum. 

The design includes prcivision for assembly and disassembly of the regener- 
ator system on the engine without diBassembly of the engine itself and 
without the breaking of a NaK line.  This provision is accomplished by 
providing two separate systems;, each describing 180 degrees of annulus, 
each being able to be mounted from each side radially.  The headers 
accordingly consist of 180 degrees of 1-1/2-inch tubing wrapped circum- 
ferentially aroand the engine.  Expansion chambers are provided close 
ij the headers and are of similar construction but containing bellows 
on the inside.  The axial cress-over tubes from one exchanger to the other 
contain bellows to cempeasa'e for thermal expansion of the containing 
system.  All components of the regenerator system are free to take positions 
relative to one another without Incurring undue thermal stresses.  The. 
metertal reconanended for the NaK containment system is Hastelloy B, which 
is more than adequate for the containment of NaK at 1100oF for 1000 hours. 
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The heat excnanger system is designed so that In the event of a failure 
in the liquid metal system, tea spillage of NsK would be internal to 
the engine and passed off fcith the Exhaust gases of the engine. In the 
event of such a liquid metal leak in the engine air stream from the heat 
exchanger system it is expected that the NaK would be consumed. Since 
the heat release of NaK is snail,, and since so little is used in the 
regenerator, it is act expected that leakage of NaK into the engine 
air system would cause serious damage so the engine. 

The interesting range of overall regenerator effectiveness for this 
design is between .5 and .7. In the interests of coming close to a 
300-pound limit for eh® regenerator system the design was set at a value 
of .5 for performance study purposes. Tee actual design as drawn agrees 
with an overall regenerator effectiveness of .525. The heat transfer 
minimizes regenerator weight by making the component regenerator effective-
ness of the exchanger behitd the compressor greater than that of the heat 
exchanger behind che turbine. 

In addition, is presented in Appendix A, a design point study has been 
made â d is presented which describes the functions of fins per inch, 
overall regenerator effectiveness, and total pressure loss of the air 
and gas in the exchangers and their effect on exchanger core weight and 
other physical parameters. A limited study is also included showing 
the effect of fin thickness and fin material on core weight. 

For purposes of this design study NaK alloy (45 Na-55K) was selected as 
the heat transfer fluid. This selection wtvis based primarily on the fact 
that this eutectoid remains mushy, under *11 rates of freezing, down to 
the freezing point of the ev. -r.er tic (12!yF). Provision is made to thaw 
the headers a..d the expansion rhaxbers before engine start-up. A simple 
electric#i system is iicluded in the design acd in the weight analysis of 
the regenerator system. If ambient temperature is below approximately 
50"'F, these two components require preheat so that the solid NaK in the 
core tube9 will be able cc extrude freely into the headers when quickly 
heated by the compressor delivery air in one case and by the exhaust 
gft.se,J from the turbine in the other -̂ ase. 

In order t- demonstrate th« performance of « light-weight, liquid-metal-
coupled regenerator for an aircraft turbo-shaft engine, heat exchangers 
have been designed f>r incorporation in this company's Series 300-ST 
engine. This turboshaft engine is lated at a nominal 60 horsepower and 
is loaded by ri integral centrifugal water pump through gearing. The 
core design of the heat, exchangers, including the headers and the ex-
pansion chambers with bellow*, closely parallels the design of the 1000-
horsepower engine. Min^r differences were made between the two designs 
for p imposes c-i convenience ar.d economy. The basic engine is particularly 
adaptable to thi-9 convsr si • i 1 •''.d 

For the testing of this regenerator-engine combination, the NaK loop is 
designed to be jlmple m a its components are held to a minimum, yet com-
patible with t-C hours of peri*.rnance testing. The loop incorporates 
two electrcragneti? NaK puap,> in eerie?, an electromagnetic flow meter, 
an externa* expansion chamber, provision to pressurize with an inert gas, 
provision to draw a x<>w vacuum on the system for cleaning and charging 
purposes, an3 mi-T.eilxneous instrumentation and valves. 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. A light-weight, liquid-metal-coupled regenerator can be Incorporated 
in a high-performance, light-weight engine in the 1000-horsepower 
clavs to successfully compete with other engines for helicopter 
application. The engine-regenerator powerplant has the following 
performance and weight characteristics: 

a. Design specific fuel consumption is .446 pounds per 
horsepower hour; specific fuel consumption is materially 
below .5 pounds per horsepower hour at the lower usable 
power levels; as compared to the basic engine at cruise 
power, this performance shows a fuel saving of 15 percent. 

b. The regenerator system is designed for .3 pounds per engine 
horsepower output representing achievement of design objec- 
tive.  The weight objectives were met by employing only 
current state-of-the-art technology except for the flight 
NaK pump which needs development. 

c. If projected design based on future development were used, 
a 30-percent reduction of regenerator system weight is 
possible. 

2. Liquid metal (NaK) can be pumped and contained successfully, and 
with low risk, in this NaK-coupled regenerator. 

■ 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are problems in certain areas of Che liquid-metal regenerator field 
for aircraft engines which are most suitable for investigation and require 
development.  Benefits from work itemized below are pertinent to early 
realization of use of Hquid-metal-coupled regenerators in aircraft 
engines.  It is recommended that immediate recognition for future profit- 
able work be given to the following items: 

1. Development of an electrodynamic flight pump for liquid 
metals. 

2. Development of a full-scale engine-regenerator turboshaft 
powerplant for endurance and flight testing. 

3. Research to accomplish: 

a.  Development of new fabricating techniques including 
inspection, making possible the use of new materials 
such as aluminum for fins behind the compressor. 

Investigation of liquid-metal composition, the 
various compositions of Na and K, in regard to their 
characteristics on freezing and melting and of Che 
possible use of additives such as cesium Co NaK. 

c.  Demonstration of  the degree of fouling of closely- 
spaced fins on tubes in the air and gas streams of 
aircraft gas turbine engines. 

d. Development of expansion chamber design. 

e. Demonstration of the assimilation of NaK by the airflow 
system of a gas turbine engine. 

f. Generation of heat transfer design data for specific 
optimized designs. 
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As stated In the Recital of the contract, "The typical mission for Army 
aircraft requires full power for &  small percentage of the mission time. 
It Is therefore necessary th*t Army aviation research Include In Its program, 
research projects leading to the developaaent cf gas turbine engines which 
have Improved fuel economy when cperaitlng at reduced power.  The use of re- 
generators has long been considered as a promising method of achieving part 
lead fuel econcmy but the weight of the conventional heat exchangers has pro- 
hibited theii use on aircraft.  It is believed that a heat exchanger using 
liquid metal as £ heat transfer medium will be censidersbly lighter than 
systems currently used, and will thus be compatible with aircraft requirements". 
In the Statement of Work cf the contract under Phase I the text is quoted as 
follows in pert, "The Contractor shall conduct analytical and experimental 
studies of a he*t exchanger and shall prepare the design of a full-size liquid 
metal heat exchanger.  The mechanical design of the regenerator system will be 
targeted to demonstrate a weight increase not to exceed .20 to .30 pounds per 
shaft horsepower at 1000 horsepower, and als:   based on a regenerator effective- 
ness of 507,  to   707.".     The Statement of Work also includes the following 
Instructions, "The Contractor ^shall conduct a study and investigation for 
the design and shall construct a liquid metal heat exchanger suitable for use 
with a gas turbine engine with 100 h.p. ox   less and perform tests of the liquid 
metal heat exchanger installed en a ges turbine engine of known characteristics". 
The Plan of Performance for Phase I specified use of tthis company's Series 
300-ST turboshaft engine as the test vehicle, its rework to incorporate th« 
required instrumentation <nd  its running to accomplish the calibration of the 
basic engine. 

This report Involves, under Phas<» I, feasibility of the lOOO-horsepower 
engine-regenerator concept and practicality of using th« Series 330-ST 
turboshaft engine for demonstrating regenerator perfoiir.ar.ue,  In cider that 
this heat exchanger performance be certinert to that of the 1000-horsepower 
design, the design criteria of the heat exchanger cores and headers for the 
test engine are based on the design study or the 1000-horsepower prototype. 

The basiu Series 300-ST  engine has been calibrated; the calibration report 
(Keterence 4) is being published concurrently under separate cover and herein 
will be referred to as required. 

The work under Phase II and III, the incorporation of the regenerator into 
the Series 300-ST engine and the Performance testing of the engine-regenerator 
composite, is scheduled for the spring and summer of 1961. 



1000 HORSEPOWER ENGINE 
COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT 

The degree of success of Che design of the 1000-horsepower engine is 
measured by the featured low specific fuel consumption and in turn the 
low weight of the engine-regenerator assembly that is demonstrated to 
be feasible.  The levels of these two all important items are more 
significant on an absolute basis than in terms relative to the basic 
engine.  In other words, compared to the basic engine, the percent of 
decrease in specific fuel consumption along with the percent increase 
in weight of the engine regenerator assembly should not be considered 
controlling.  The pertinent question is the performance and weight of 
this engine with regenerator compared to all other possible engines that 
might be used for the same application.  Previous to the actual design 
of the 1000-horsepower engine in this program, it was considered that 
an engine developing 1000 horsepower, weighing less than 600 pounds 
and achieving specific fuel consumptions, at military power and down 
to 60% military power, of appreciably less than .5 pounds per horse- 
power hour could more than compete with any anticipated reciprocating 
engine or other gas turbine for helicopter application. 

Considering the range of Army missions which consist of light obser- 
vation, surveillance and transport, it is the first two except for 
ferry missions that the helicopters will perform.  In addition to 
helicopters for light  observation and surveillance, VT0L and STOL 
will have a place but using engines considerably larger than 1000 
horsepower and probably totally installed more than 8000 horsepower 
collectively.  The Army helicopter missions are between 2.7 and 3 
hours for flight observation and surveillance; for ferry missions, 
from 10 to 16 hours, the latt.er for Intercontinental ferry range of 
2400 nautical miles. Mk  typical cruise power rating for a helicopter 
engine is 65 percent of maximum power. Altitude is always low enough 
to be considered as sea level for design purposes.  Cruise speed is 
approximately 100 knots.  The fact that cruise requires 65 percent of 
maximum power is in contrast to lower value of approximately 507. for 
STOL and 257. for VT0L. Helicopter engines do not have to be operated 
efficiently at the extremely low power levels required for VT0L and 
STOL, 

Choice of the basic engine required a comprehensive understanding of 
the purpose of the engine regenerator combination.  The fact that specific 
fuel consumption and engine weight are the two primary considerations can- 
not be overestimated.  The basic engine has to combine low weight and low 
specific fuel consumption.  To establish real minimum specific fuel 
consumption it is necessary to maintain maximum component efficiencies 
and minimum total pressure losses in the basic engine.  A straight- 
through axial-flow gas turbine can best meet these requirements.  One 
of the nscural advantages that the liquid-metal-coupled regenerator has 
over the other types is that it can be incorporated with a true axial- 
flow engine without compromising component efficiencies and without 
adding unduly to the total pressure losses. 



This company has shown In other applications that low specific fuel con- 
sumptions at low power outputs can be attained with attractive weight of 
heat exchangers by placing the heat exchanger associated with the turbine 
upstream of the power turbine or between power-turbine stages.  A config- 
uration of this sort allows the engine to run close to its component design 
points yet well below the maximum power output of the basic engine.  When 
maximum power is required, the heat exchangers are by-passed or the NaK 
flow is throttled.  What might be considered the more orthodox position for 
the turbine heat exchanger, that is, downstream of the power turbine, was 
chosen for the 1000-horsepower engine because, for equal weight of heat 
exchanger core under conditions of 7-to-l pressure ratio and 1750oF turbine 
entry temperature, the location downstream of the 'power turbine realizes 
appreciable advantage in specific fuel consumption to that of the upstream 
location.  Figure 1 demonstrates this advantage.  The reader will notice 
in addition that the lower curve associated with the heat exchanger down- 
stream of the power turbine is continuous up to maximum power, giving full 
advantage of the regeneration over the entire range of powers. 

For the 1000-horsepower engine, therefore, the regenerator system is com- 
posed of two heat exchangers, one behind the compressor and the other behind 
the turbine.  In the closed liquid-metal system which couples the two heat 
exchangers NaK is pumped from the heat exchangers behind the turbine to the 
one behind the compressor thus conserving the heat that would be normally 
exhausted to the atmosphere.  A liquid-metal-coupled system is chosen to 
recover this axhaust heat since if properly designed, it is Inherently 
compact and light in weight.  As pointed out above, the liquid-metal system 
allows the basic engine to be compromised the least since heat is trans- 
ferred from the exhaust location to the compressor delivery location with a 
minimum of rerouting of the gases. 

For ease of servicing and to eliminate risk of liquid-metal fires external 
to the engine, the concept of the engine with regenerator allows for removal 
of the heat exchangers from the engine without opening a liquid-metal line 
and provides containment of the entire liquid-metal system within the engine. 

Feasibility of the engine regenerator concept is not considered proven on a 
performance-weight basis alone.  The practicality, and with low risk, of 
containing and pumping the liquid metal has been given full consideration 
throughout this study. 

• 



1000 HORSEPOWER ENGINE 

PERFORMANCE 

Presented In this part of the study are estimated design and off-design 
performance characteristics of the engine, considerations leading to the 
selection of the design point parameter values, and details of the turbo 
machinery design concept that are closely related to the required performance. 
The reported performance results were developed through the use of digital 
computing methods.  Existing corporate digital computing programs were used 
to compute performance with speed and accuracy. 

Design Point Performance 

To support the choice of the weight flow of the engine and to establish 
the level of specific fuel consumption at the design point, a design point 
study was accomplished using the computer. The results of this parametric 
study are shown in Figure 2.  The regenerator effectiveness was chosen at 
.5 to make the attainment of the 300-pound-maximum goal for the regenerator 
system most likely.  The "Product of Regenerator Gas Total Pressure Re- 
coveries" in Che abscissa falls at approximately .94 for the design point, 
a 2-percent total pressure loss being assigned to each of the cores and to 
the air diffusion passage between the turbine and the downstream heat ex- 
changer.  A 2-percent total pressure loss entering the exchanger behind the 
compressor had already been taken into consideration as Input to the calcu- 
lations (sec Item 12 under "assumptions" in Figure 2).  It is noteworthy that 
the specific fuel consumption at the design point so defined is at the attrac- 
tive value of .449 pounds per horsepower hour.  The basic engine without 
regenerator has a specific fuel consumption at the design point of .515 
pounds per horsepower hour.  The following cable lists the calculated engine 
design-pcint performance including the assigned component characteristics on 
which the calculations were based; 



1000 HORSEPOWER TURBOSHAFT ENGINE 

DESIGN POINT PERFORMANCE AND COMPONENT LOSS ASSUMPTIONS 

Shaft horsepower, horsepower 

Shaft specific fuel consumption. 
lb 

hp-hoi 

Air weight flew, 
lb 

3ec 

Compressor total pressure ratio 

o 
Turbine  entry temperature,  F 

Turbine »diabatis efficiency, percent 

Compressor adiabatic eftlcie-cicy, percent 

Regenerator effectiveness, percent. 

Total pressure recovery cf air in core of heat exchanger 
behind cempressor, percent 

Total pressure recovery of gas in core of heat exchanger 
behind turbine, percent 

Total pressure recovery of air entering heat exchanger 
behind compressor, percent 

Total pressure recovery of gas entering heat exchanger 
behind tcrbtne, percent 

Total pressure recovery in combustion chamber, percent 

Combustion chamber «diabxtlc efficiency, percent 

Total pressure less at engine Inlet, percent 

Mechanical efficiency (each shaft), percent 

Total pressure loss in engine exhaust, percent 

Airflow bleed at compressor exit, percent 

Power requited to drive NaK pump, horsepower 

1000 

.449 

8.25 

7/1 

1750 

89 

86.5 

50 

98 

98 

98 

98 

98 

99 

1 

99 

1 

3 

15 



The engine as shown above is designed to have a 7-to-l compressor pressure 
ratio and a 1750  turbine entry temperature.  Choice of these two design 
values is coupled by the fact that at a pressure ratio of 7-to-l, specific 
fuel consumption and specific horsepower (an engine weight function) are 
not seriously compromised by a turbine entry temperature as low as 1750° F 
(see Figures 3 and 4).  To favor low weight, this 1750^ was chosen to be 
that turbine entry temperature which is usable without resorting to blade 
cooling.  At a turbine entry temper&ture of 1750oF, specific fuel consumption 
and specific horsepower are close to optimum when using a compressor pressure 
ratio of 7~to~l (see Figures 5 and 6).  With weight penalties in mind, /-to-1 
pressure ratio was recognized, in addition, as being the limit within which 
one stage of turbine to drive the compressor can be employed.  A single-spool 
compressor was chosen because of its mechanical simplicity and light weight. 
The 7-to-l compression ratio, in addition, is the limit beyond which variable 
geometry has to be resorted to in si single-spool engine for good handling 
qualities. 

Turbine 

The gas generator turbine is a single-stage unit with a design tip speed of 
1293 feet per second, a rotor exit diasneter ratio of .78 and a predicited 
design point adiabatic efficiency of 897,.     The free power turbine is also 
single stage with a design tip speed of 1175 feet per second, a rotor exit 
diameter ratio of .587, and a predicted design point adiabatic efficiency of 
89%.  It was necessary to use a single row of turbine exit guide vanes to 
achieve the high efficiency of the power turbine.  A single-stage turbine 
driving the 7-to-l pressure ratio compressor is justified by vector diagram 
analysis.  The unconventional shape of the engine and regenerator makes this 
single-stage configuration possible.  A turbine larger than conventional, 
but in this case consistent with the heat exchanger diameter, permitted 
attainment of more efficient vector diagrams without incurring stress problems. 

Ccmpressor 

The compressor is a /-stage transonic unit wich an engine design point 
pressure ratio of 7-to-l, a predicited adiabetic efficiency of 86.5%, 
a discharge velocity of 275 feet per second^ and an inlet tip speed of 
1150 feet per second.  Compressor discharge velocity w»8 set at this low 
level to  reduce the diffusion requirement entering the heat exchanger. 
As in the case of the turbine, the compressor diameter tends to be larger 
than would normally be found in an unregenerated engine to pass the same 
air flow.  Making the compressor larger to be ccmparlblle with the size 
of th» regenerator ha* the advantage of placing the resultant design at a 
high diiuneter ratio and tends to ease the eerodynamlc and mechanical de- 
signs.  Without resorting ta multiple spools or to variable geometry, it 
is felt that the best way to favor a good stall line is co desigr. the com- 
pressor at a slightly higher pressure ratio than the engine design point. 
A compressor basic design pressure ratio of 7.25-to-l was selected herein 
for that purpose.  The design feasibility of the compressor was verified by 
analyzing the vector diagrams at the more critical stages.  This investiga- 
tion proved that the concept of the seven-stage compressor is reasonable. 

10 
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Off-Design Performance 

The off-design perfvrm&r.ce  of the lOOO-hcrsepover engine w«s calculated in 
detail on the comp'iner. The flrat step Involved the study of the functions 
of gas generator «nd power turbine rpa'l 43 releted Co specific fuel con- 
sumption and shaft horsepower.  Engine performance is net sensitive to vari- 
ations In gas generator rtm, at least down to 70% cf its design value and 
over the range of from LOG Co ICCO hctsetrwer.  Cn the other hand, the speed 
of the compressor spool .-iteds to decxe^se as the power output of the engine 
decreases (see Figures 7 and 8) .  These performance characteristics are 
compatible with the concept ct t.  free v^wet turbine.  Throughout the power 
range of the engine the rpai of tha power turbine is considered to be constant 
at its design v«l.ue.  Ihe rpii .■ f ehe soxpressor spacl v*rles with shaft 
horsepower as indicated ir Flgu-e 8 a,ad In a mere conventional plot in 
Figure 9,  Ccnst&nt rotoi rpm is attreetlv« for helicopters over the power 
range. 

Using the rpm schedules so defined, deplete engine off-design performance 
was calculated under se« level static conditions from I0C0 to 300 horsepower. 
Figure 9 shows off-design values for the two rpm s, turbine entry tempera- 
ture, specific fuel cons emptier' t.nd   exhaust gs.s temperature.  Figure 10 shows 
off-design performance for fuel flow, ilr weight flow, compressor total pressure 
ratio and overall regenerator effectiveness.  Figure 11 shows off-design per- 
formance for temperatures of the gas and tbe N«K issociated with the heat 
exchangers and again overall regenerator effectiveness.  Figure 12 shows off- 
deslgn performance tor gas velocities, total pressure losses and total pressure 
levels associated with the heat exchangers.  Figure 13 shows the conventional 
compressor map for the engine *nd its operating line.  Figure 1, slready 
introduced, replots specific fuel consumption as a function of shaft horse- 
power as compared with thnt of the basic engine without regeneration (and as 
compared with another heit sxchcngcx configuration).  The engine without 
regeneration has been adjusted In size, a slight decrease as compared to 
••he engine incorporitlng the regeneiatcr, so that 1000-horsepower output 
coincides with engine design point pertcriuin e.  Using an overall regenerator 
effectiveness (E0) of ,5, the specific fuel consunption at 1000-horsepower 
output is .449 pounds per hcrsepower hour and represents a reduction of 
12.87. compared to 'ihe unregenertctd, »t 650 horsep -wer, .484 pounds per horse- 
power hour, a reduction cf 15.5%; st uOC  horsepower  .551 pounds per horse- 
power hour, a reduction of 17.3%.  Whet, an E,. of .515 is used, directly 
applicable to the lOOO-horsepower engine regenerator as designed, the specific 
fuel consumption is .446 poundl per horsepower hour.  Note that at  the 
expected cruise pi wer 3evel of a helicopter, 650 horsepewer, the specific 
fuel consumption cf the regenerated engine is appreciably less ":h«n the 
unregenerated engine at its design point (6X)•  With decreasing power the 
two specific fuel consumption curves diverge «s C function of increasing 
overall rigenerttor efteotlveness (see Figures 1 «nd 10).  This overall 
regenerator effectiveness curve as applied "x   engine off-design performance 
was calculated under the ass-mpttcr that ehe ratio cf the weight flows times 
specific heat of the NaK and »it remain unchanged* et a value of unity 

♦This ratirs c«n vary between .95 «nd 1... wltnout «ppreclable effect on 
performance (Reference 1, p*ge 18). 
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at the off-design points as compared to the design point.  This requirement 
presupposes that the pumping of the NaK can be varied Independently or 
that the characteristics of the pump, in this design mounted on the power 
turbine shaft, can be associated with a small but effective variation in 
rpm as a function of engine power output. Alternatively, it is reasonable 
to assume that the NaK pumping rate at constant rpm could be biased by 
variable geometry in the pump, independently controllable.  The best means 
for maintaining the required air flow-NaK flow relationship at off-design 
powers would depend on the establishment of the exact pump characteristics 
(refer to Page 21 for a description of the NaK pump concept). 

The engine off-design characteristics are reasonable.  Stable engine 
operation throughout the power range Is indicated by the position of the 
operating line on the compressor map (see Figure 13).  In Figure L2 the 
differing characteristics of the percent total pressure loss entering the 
cores and In the cores of the exchanger behind the compressor and the 
exchanger behind the turbine are worth comment.  The loss behind the com- 
pressor on a percentage basis increases slightly with decreasing horsepower 
of the engine, while that behind the turbine decreases to half its original 
value.  Note that the effect is due not only to a decreasing velocity 
entering the exchanger behind the turbine but to the fact that the pressure 
level behind the compressor falls off rapidly with decreasing engine output 
while the pressure level leaving the turbine remains constant.  These 
pressure levels are those on which the percentage loss is based, engine 
performance in turn being sensitive to the percentage loss. 

The indicated off-design engine performance estimates represent the results 
of an investigation which accounts for the off-design performance variation 
of all nrtjor components.  Compressor and turbine maps were used to represent 
typical off-design characteristics for units of the subject types.  Off- 
design performance of the regenerator system was estimated and was Included 
in the resultant performance analysis.  By recognizing that many component 
variables exist and by taking realistic account of them in this perfor- 
mance analysis, it is felt that the indicated results present reasonable 
and attainable performance. 
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1000 HORSEPOWER ENGINE 

MECHANICAL DESIGN OF HEAT EXCHANGERS 

Drawing R15347 (pages 13 - 13 ) shows the layout study of the heat ex- 
changers and the regenerator system of the 1000-horsepower engine. 

The general configuration of the heat exchangers is mainly established by 
the thertnodynanlc considerations such as the required frontal area, the 
number of liquid-metal passes and the number of layers* of tubes.  In this 
design the heat exchanger behind the turbine has four times the frontal 
area and about one-fifth the number of tube layers as the compressor ex- 
changer.  When an attempt is made to design these heat exchangers into 
the air passage system of the engine, the above requirement dictates that 
the heat exchanger behind the compressor have considerable length with 
the air flowing through in an axial direction and the exchanger behind the 
turbine be radially thin wich the gas flowing through from Inside to outside. 

Since ehe heat exchangers «re lirge components of ehe engine, a problem 
arises as to the assembly and disassembly of the units without compromising 
the engine design excessively and without disconnecting the liquid metal 
lines.  The exchangers are annular in shape, yet in two separate units. 
The annull are split in an axial sense and are formed when the two integral 
parts are assembled radially from top and bottom (see schematic diagram on 
page 16) .  A separate pump cell is provided for each system.  To remove the 
regenerator system it is not necessary to disassemble any part of the engine, 
with the possible exceptlCii of the reduction gear box.  This feature is 
particularly pertinent since the present state of the art of the contain- 
ment of liquid metals for other than laboratory purposes prescribe that 
the flow circuit have all wetded connections; hence, no mechanical Joints. 
Each unit of the exchanger behind the turbine is permanently connected by 
cross-ever pipes to the respective unit of the exchanger behind the compressor. 

The structural design and weight optimization of the liquid-metal con- 
taining system is dependent upon a compromise between the pataage flow 
length of the two fluids, air and liquid metal.  To accomplish efficient 
heat transfer, an exchanger requires a multiplicity of passes of the 
liquid metal; i.e., to simulate counterflow.  A large number of passes 
imposes a svrious pressure-drcp parameter on the containment system, 
thereby increasing pump size and piping wall thickness.  The compromise 
must be made between the number of passes and the system pressure.  From 
heat transfer analysis data the difference between the exchanger effective- 
ness with four passes and an infinite number of passes is small (less than 
57.) .  Therefore, a design criteria can be established in order to keep the 
pressure as low as possible; the desirable number of flow passes is four. 
From a heat transfer standpoint the frontal area and number of tube layers 

* "Layers" of tubes in this report refer to planes of tubes across the air 
or gas stream.  Progression from one layer tc the next is in the direction 
of the air or gas flow 
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are established.  From a mechanical design standpoint It Is desirable 
to have as large a flow area as possible, therefore, low velocities. 
A reasonable maximum liquid-metal velocity In any part of the system 
Is 30 feet per second.  Average NaK velocity in the serpentine tubes 
of the exchanger behind the compressor is 13.4 feet per second and 
behind the turbine, 15.5 feet per secondjIn the headers, 7.75 feet per 
second and in the cross-over tubes, 17.4 feet per second.  These 
velocities together with entering and exit losses incur a total pressure 
drop of 40 pounds per square inch. 

The mechanical configuration of a liquid metal regenerator system for 
flight vehicle powerplant should be established in close congnstty with 
the other components ir order to maintain compactness. Compactness is 
obtained principally by designing for the efficient transfer of heat 
from metal to air in the smallest volume. 

Finned Tubes  After considerable, study in the nuclear field of heat 
exchangers this company is convinced that small tubes with closely-spaced 
circular fins result in minimum size.  The exchanger cores incorporate 
serpentine tubing thus keeping the headers, in turn, to minimum size and 
reducing the number of welds joining tubes to headers.  These finned tubes 
are fabricated in this design from .156-inch outside-diameter tubing with 
a .015-inch wall thickness.  Fins arft helically wound and brazed to the 
tubing.  The outside diameter of the fins is .418 inches; fin thickness 
is .008 inches, consisting of .004 inches of oxygen free high-conductivity 
copper and .002 inches of AMS 5521 stainless steel cladding on each side. 
The fins are spaced on the tubes 24 to the inch.  Tubes are spaced to each 
other at .458-inch intervals in an equilateral pattern, leaving a .040-Inch 
clearance between fins.  Weight per inch of this fin tube is .00903 pounds. 
Although a saving of weight is indicated in the heat transfer study in 
Appendix A by designs using 30 fins to the inch, 24 fins to the inch are 
used in this design to avoid fouling of closely-spaced fins in the air 
stream and particularly in the hot gases downstream of the turbine. 

Since mechanical fatigue is possible where air is moved at high velocity, 
material selected for those elements in. the air stream favors high fatigue 
strength in the. oparating temperature range as well as compatibility with 
the liquid metal and hot gas.  Hastelloy B was selected es the tubing 
material, and for the other components o£ the NaK containing system, because 
of its properties at 1100oF.  These properties include good resistance to 
corrosion by NaK and by air, high 1000-hour rupture end creep strengths 
and, in particular, high fatigue strength.  Other materials with good 
fatigue strength which are recommended for tubing to successfully contain 
NaK at these temperatures are IIS 25 and H^stelloy N.  Mass transfer in 
1000 hours at 1100oF maxlmom is negligible with these materials. 
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Liquid NaK will quickly attack local areas where inclusions or'defects 
in the material are concentrated.  It is even conceivable In thin wall 
tubing that a minute oxide particle will cause an early failure of an 
otherwise acceptable heat exchanger.  In addition very small amounts 
of impurities found in the liquid NaK itself can greatly accelerate 
corrosive attack.  For these reasons and to improve fatigue strength, 
both the heat exchanger material and the NaK must be reactor grade and 
free from impurities. 

It is equally importart that all weldments exposed to the liquid NaK 
be resistant to corrosion by the liquid.  The presence of even a small 
amount of oxides or gas entrapment can result in serious localized 
corrosion.  Therefore it is imperative that the material be readily 
weldable without danger of weld defects, undesirable phase changes, 
or loss of ductility and other mechanical properties.  These conditions 
are met by the materials recommended. 

Heat Exchanger Behind Compressor 

Integrity is maintained only through careful design 01; each component 
to operate in its environment.  Due to the high thermal gradients, the 
effect of expansion on each component should be considered and the result- 
ing strain eliminated where possible. 

• 
The attachment of the tubes to the^ headers represent a considerable 
metal section change; therefore, the welding and back-brazing technique 
if used, should provide generous tube to header fillets.  The preferred 
technique is to expand the tube in the header holes and weld only.  To 
minimize the number of tube-+to-header vtelds, the tubes shquLu be 
serpentined, i.e., folded across the air flow passage as many times as 
practicable. 

An involute design is merged with the serpentine tube concept in the 
core of the exchange^ behind the cmmpressor.  This design in addition 
to its structural considerations provides maximum utilization ot  frontal 
area for the axial flow of air and with constant NaK velocities at any 
radiu^.  The curvature of the tubes describing the involute provides 
stiffening in one plane and thereby increases their natural frequency. 
The calculated first beading mode frequency of the straight fin tube 
was found to be 18,700 cycles per.minute.  Bending stresses imposed on 
these tubes are small., Calculations indicate a maximum stress of 
296 pounds per square inch when the tubes are considered cantHe^ered. 
Actually the support system for the tubes approaches a beam fixed on' 
one end siinply supported on the other, implying even lower stresses. 
All tubes ar,e mounted so that they can expand without restraint thereby 
eliminating any longitudinal stresses due to thermal growth. 
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An entrance header and an exit header only are required with serpentine 
tube design.  Hastelloy B Is specified for the headers, as for the tubes 
as mentioned above; one-and-one-half-inch inslde-diaraeter tubing with 
.045-Inch wall thlcknes^is used.  The header cross-section is circular 
in shape with a heavier wall where the exchanger tubes enter, thus 
allowing a minimum weight.  The 180-degree headers are made in two halves 
to permit welding of the tubes along their long axis.  Support of the 
finned tubing on the outside diameter is accomplished by punching and 
stamping lipped holes in sheet-metal shells.  The inner end of the tubes 
is supported by a fabricated radially-slotted cylinder.  All of the gas 
pressure loads on the outer diameter of the heat exchanger are taken up 
by the second outer shell which has been designed to take a calculated 
stress of 21,100 pounds per square inch.  All of the supports and other 
components in the 180-degree segments of the exchanger behind the 
compressor are designed to be as light as possible not only to minimize 
weight but to allow flexibility La reducing thermal stresses.  The ends 
of the 180-degree headers in each segment are mechanically attached to 
each other so that thermal growth results in Increased diameter but 
not straightening.  Header circumferential stress due to an operating 
NaK. pressure of 50 pounds per square inch Is 894 pounds per square inch. 

Heat Exchanger Behind Turbine 

The heat exchanger behind the turbine is designed to accept radial gas 
flow and has the same serpentine flmad tubing as in the other exchanger, 
but running fore and aft.  This tubing in addition is bowed radially 
outward, that is, in the direction of the air flow to promote stability 
and lower stress.  In this exchanger the finned tubes are supported in 
plates with punched holes and sleeve inserts for bearing surface.  These 
tubes are also free to e,xpand to take care of thermal growth.  Attachment 
of the. headers to the supporting structure Is by mechanical clamping to 
the two contour plates which allows circumferential expansion.  Herding 
stresses in the finr.ed tubes are slightly higher than In the exchanger behind 
the compressor due to the greater span. 

i 

Piping and Bulkheads 

To maintain a light structure the bulkhead« and piping should conform 
as near as possible to good pressure-vessel, design.  This criterion calls 
for the elimination as far as possible of flat surfaces and the use of 
generous radii. Connecting joints between bulkheads and inlet and outlet 
piping must have good flow transition.  Cross-over pipes between the two 
exchangers must provide for thermal expansion.  The most common device 
used for thermal expansion absorption is a pipe loop.  When space la of 
prime consideration, the bellows joint is more suitable. 

Connecting lines between headers are one Inch in diameter with .045-Inch 
wall thickness, and fabricated of Hastelloy B.  These connecting lines 
are attached to the headers by welding to flanged holes, formed with large 
radii In the headers.  In order to compensate for thermal differentials 
between the upstream and downstream exchangers, bellows units are built 
into the connecting lines. 
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Expansion Chambers 

Contraction of the liquid metal during cooling and expansion during 
heating must be taken into acdount by the provision of sufficient 
expansion volume.  Need for expansion chambers is well illustrated by 
the fact that NaK (45Na-55K) expands 207. in volume for a 1100° F riae 
in temperature (100oF to 1200oF).  Since the expansion chamber must 
operate at any attitude, the free-surface type with an inert cover gas 
is unsuitable for this application.  Bellows have been incorporated into 
the expansion chambers in thi's design.  NaK is contained on the outside 
of the bellows against the pressure of an inert gas on the inside.  The 
expansion chambers are shaped like the headers using the same one-and-one- 
half-inch Inside-diaioeter tubing with .045-inch wall thickness.  The NaK 
is on the outside of the bellows to make it possible to properly drain. 
Each expansion chamber is located close to its header section and is 
connected to each by half-inch tubing.  The bellows in each expansion 
chamber is designed to allow for 27.5 cubic inches displacement; in the 
four expansion cnambers, 110 cubic inches total displacement.  The 
volume of the entire NaK system without expansion chamber is 687.5 cubic 
inches.  Between the melting point of the NaK and the maximum operating 
temperature this volumetric increase is considered adequate.  Expansion 
of the containing system itself is not estimated quantitatively but 
is consideied to be a real factor of safety. 

Liquid Metal System Containment 

The liquid metal system is completely contained inside the engine.  A 
one-piece titanium alloy shrpud .O.lO-inches thick slips over the heat 
exchanger behind the compressor and the connecting lines' and is bolted 
to the supports of each exchanger fore and aft.  If a leak should occur 
in any part of the NaK systeii a local and internal fire would break 
out and burn at the source of the leak if the NaK were at its operating 
temperature.  Progressive damage to the hardware at the leak location 
and ensuing enlargement of the leak wuuld take place.  The heating 
values of sodiun' and potasium, however, are small, 389/and 1984 BTU 
per pound respectively.  The titanium shroud is designed to contain 
both th« products of the NaK combustion and the heat.  This shrouded 
internal volume is vented into the exhaust system of the engine.  A 
white smoke in the engine exhaust would be Indication that a NaK leak 
had occurred.  Damage to the heat exchanger is expected to be restricted 
to the localized area of the leak; the engine is expected to carry off 
the products of the combustion and the heat without damage to itself. 
The products of combustion NaK are irritating but not toxic. 

NaK Pump 

A liquid-metal pump for operation in an aircraft should combine the 
following desirable features:  lightweight, compactness, adaptability 
to the engine drive, leak-free operation at any attitude and reasonable 
life.  Mechanical liquid-metal pumps and the electromagnetic liquid- 
metal pumps are currently available for stationary use.  The mechanical 
pump generally employs a centrifugal impeller to move the liquid metal. 
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One critical component of this type of pump Is the seal between the 
liquid metal and air or other fluids.  The seal has to prevent any 
contact of the liquid metal with air or with hydrocarbons.  The other 
critical component consists of the bearings which must operate at 
high temperatures and, for some designs, in contact with the liquid 
metal. 

Mechanical pump seals developed to date are classified as canned-rotor, 
cover-gas, and frozen seals.  One type of canned-rotor or membrane-sealed 
pump employs a thin non-magnetic membrane that is permanently sealed 
between the liquid metal and air.  An external rotating magnetic field 
coupled through the membrane to a rotor which is submerged in the liquid 
metal provides the driving torque.  The obvious advantage of this type 
of pump is the zero-leakage feature regardless of attitude.  The gas-seal 
pump operates on the principal of using an inert gas chamber above the free 
liquid-metal surface.  This design is unsatisfactory for aircraft application 
due to the movement of the free surface with change in attitude.  The 
frozen seal pump, as the name implies, accomplishes sealing by freezing 
the liquid metal in an annulus between a stationary and a rotating element. 
While this pump can seal with zero leakage, an undesirable feature is the 
requirement of a refrigerating system for the success of the liquid-metal 
containment. 

The electromagnetic type pumps move the liquid metal through a continuous 
tube loop by taking advantage of the electrical conductivity of the 
liquid metal.  In the Faraday type, basically DC, the pumping force results 
from an external current flowing in the liquid metal during its passage 
through a magnetic field.  The Faraday types, both AC and DC as developed 
to date, are impractical for flight installations due to excessive size 
and weight And the requirement of large amounts of external electrical 
power. 

Certain pumps called "electrodynamic" are designed on the induction 
principle.  In this type a moving magnetic field inducas current in 
the liquid metal.  The reaction between the eddy currents so induced 
and the moving field results in a pumping force on the fluid.  This 
electrodynamic pump is the only pump in the small size required by this 
project which appears feasible and adaptable to flight engine application. 
Its compactness, lack of seals and adaptability to the engine installation 
are together uniquely attractive. 

The pump shown in this design is patented.  The current state of development of 
this type of pump permits accurate estimates of performance and weight.  The 
pump consists of two permanent magnets mounted on the main shaft of the engine. 
Inserted between the magnets near the periphery are two 180-degree "cells" 
of the NaK piping.  Each cell is Incorporated in, and pumps NaK through, the 
closed circuit of each system.  The 180-degree cell of the pump piping can 
be pulled away radially from the pump magnets with the heat exchangers at 
disassembly and without breaking a NaK line. 
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|I)S  pKlGim DOCUfffiNT WAS OF POO»   v 
fiVALiry.    B;;;ST POSSIBLE ^^.^ 
raoM COPY FUKNrsiitii täiiAT * 

Each pOBp cell rtas a capacity üf 40 gallons per mtnate ac a developed out- 
put pressure of 45 pounds per square inch.  The pump weight Is approximately 
30 pounds and requires 15 horsepower to drive.  Quoting from a letter by 
Mr, Gordon R. Findlay, (see ackxiowledgesnerits page), to Mr. Hargus Watts 
of this company dated during the latter part of October 1960, there follows 
an account of the pump developaer.t required;  "In order to realize and 
optimise this performance, it would be necessary ro carry out an application 
developtEent prcgraa aimed at suitably modifying the standard configuration 
of our eiectrodynamic itump to meet the specific application proposed. 
We estiflpate tnat the progrsm would require about 9 months and cost in 
the vicinity of $60,000.  The program would comprise an initial applica- 
cir-n engineering design, study in which magnetic circuit, electric eddy 
circuit, and hydraulic circuit paraiecei* would be seleced to give an 
optimum weight mi  performance package.  This engineering phase would in 
turn lead to an actual flight pump design.  Finally, a test pump and loop 
■iaolfttlng BOtttAl shaft speed and loop conditions would be set up and 
operating data obtained to xfr.'.fy the dMlga**. 

HaK Hea,U■:,.;; Systea: 

A heater system 1-as been incorporated into tfte exchanger headers, expansion 
tanks and connecting lines to adequately melt the NaK before engine start 
up when ambient temperatures are less than approximately 50 F.* An elec- 
trical aystoa vas chosen be,-ause of Its simplicity and light weight.  This 
system usei« .iircraft power supply tor "persMcn.  Basically this NaK 
heating system consists o£ rod elements through the headerss easily re- 
placea'Dle, and bonded surface heating elements on the expansion tanks and 
connecting lines.  Power requirements for this heater nave been established 
at approximately ^/3 th« output zt  a 24-volt aircraft battery with a 
75 amp-hour rating to •ccowpllsh unfrMSlng of the headers and connecting 
lines from th* low tOBpcxatur* of -S5"7.  Starting procedure and pre- 
heating of the expansion tanks and connecting lines are involved in the 
choice of the exact NaK eoopotltlon chosen for this design.  Further 
discussion of these s-.bjects ti found La tie ^e:-.;ion which follows. 

Llq-vla ttet>l C.vmposition 

The possibility of using one 
metals, lithium and sodium., 
point OUtOCtic,  -eslcm-potas 
attractive for their higher 
and the cesii-m-potassium eut 
point, which would eliminate 
thaw.  In comparing •poelfle 
(56Na-4^K) Is a modest one: 
degree F.  These specific h 
flow requirements oo a coapa 
of not only liquid metal but 

of twj  high-temperature-melting-point liquid 
as well M ore very low-temperature-melting- 
slum,wn.a considered.  Lithium and sodium are 
specific neats and electrical conductivity, 
•ctle is ertractive fcr its -60oF freezing 
frooclng and consequently eny provision to 
heats tho advantage of sodium over NaK 
.3C7 compared to .248 BTU per pound per 

ats ate an irverse measure of liquid-metal 
r s. live baata and in turr H saving in weight 

: f  the ■•GT.tair, Lng hardware. 

* Tr swing of th« readers and expauston chan-dtrs before engine start up 
is predlcst.ed -n the concept ".hat solid extrusion of NaK from the finned 
tubas into the headers nas t:. oe accompli shad z-t  protect the tube« during 
start up.  It is possible that voids in the solid NaK and the flow of 
mushy NaK m.vy ^deq-ately provide voloM for expansion without preheating. 
Ir. this sense the req ilrement to prere&t is based on the most severe 
possibilities. 
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The electrical resistivity of sodi-jm Is approximately 1/3, and that of 
lithium approximately 1/2, that of NaK.  The pump manufacturer advises 
that the use of sodium Instead of NaK in the system, because of this 
electrical advantage, would reduce, the weight of the pump from 30 to 20 
pounds.  Use of the cesium-potassium eutectic implies a specific heat of 
less than half that of NaK and an electrical resistivity perhaps twice 
that of NaK.  The performance disadvantages of the ceslvim-potassium 
eutectlc are appreciable. 

The choice of NaK as the liquid metal in the heat transfer system of 
this design is predicated on the concept that NaK La the tubes, the 
headers and the connecting lines can be frozen after engine shut down 
and thawed successfully before ergine start up in routine fashion. 
Use of NaK (45Na-55K) requires heating to 450F to completely thaw. 
Use of lithium and sodium would require heating to 357 and 208 F 
reapeciively.  The concept, of a successful start up which requires 
preheating of the headers., expsrsion otetbers and connecting lines 
reasonably presupposes that sclid NaK In the firmed tubes of the core, 
when suddenly heated by the ct-mpresscr delivery air in the one ex- 
changer and by the ÜwrbiM exit sir in the other exchanger, will 
extrude Into the headers without damaging the tubes.  Accordingly it 
is necessary that the headers be free and the expansion chambers 
operable.  Preheating of the connecting lines is prescribed to avoid 
delay in NaK circulation and reganers.tor operation. 

To successfully thaw after freezing it is advisable further to reverse 
the sequence of the freezing events, so that the solid NaK which is the 
last to freeze will be the first to be melted and thereby have some 
local voids into which to expand.  This concept leads to a refinement 
in the choice of the NaK composition.  It can be shown on the sodium- 
pi tassium liquidus diagram that the csnventional NaK (Na56-K44) may, 
depending on the rate of cooling, precipitate sodium out of the com- 
position and thus locally form a complete solid before the freezing 
temperature of the eutectlc vi2 f; has beer, reached.  Use of the NaK 
composition (43Na-55K> is specified because it assures a mushlness of 
the NaK to be present down to  the freezing point of the eutectlc. 
Below this freezing point a porous structure of the frozen NaK is 
expected.  The temperature of luitial freezing of NaK (45Na-55K) is 
45 F; the differences in sp«cific heat and electrical conductivity of 
the two eutectoids, (45Na-55K) and (5fcN«-44K), are small and not 
significant. 

Lithium and sodium are not recommended in this design principally 
because of the severe unfreezing problem involved with each of these 
high-temperature-melting-point metals.  The cesium-potassium eutectlc 
is not recommended becaase its only advantage is the elimination of Che 
requirement to unfreeze.  Inasmuch as the unfreezing of NaK (45Na-55K) is 
considered a practicable procedure, NaK is chosen in order to take advan- 
tage of its higher epecillc heat and thermal conductivity.  A strong and 
important general reason for choosing NaK over and above lithium and 
cesium-potassium is tha" NaK and sodium have had a variety of uses for 
heat transfer purposes. Advantase is taken in this feasibility study 
of the more refined state of tee art of contair.ing NaK as compared 
to the other alkali metals, except sodium. 
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\ 
Engine  Desigf. ^ö^IA, w't*i*^ 

Mechariical   design of   the basic engine  follows   current  state-of-the-art 
practices.     Critical  areas hme been checked  for stress  and designed to be 
conservativfc,   such as  bearings with  a DN   factor of   1.2  x 10  .     The  critical 
speed of   the   shaft  connecting  tlM  turbine  and  compressor was   calculated 
to be  at  41,850 rpai which  is  approximate]y  45% over  the  design speed of 
29^00 cpa. 

Comprfessor  rotor blades   are pic. mounted,   and   the  t(_rbinc.  rotor blades 
are   atr,achtid by  coaver tional   f lf-r.ree.£.     Beth of   the  compressor  and 
turbine   star.or   blades   are held  r.c   r.lr.e  housings  by  circniferential   slots. 
Oonatroctlon of  th« ccmipres^or  rotoc  and  the   lat4nMdlAt4 shaft  to the 
turbine   rotor has  been designed  as   an  integral,   unit. 

AttAcbnant of   the  turbliui rotor  LO   tha shaft   is   ■ccqppllciMd by  the use 
of   a curvic   face'-splirrai  ceupllag«      IhrusL   loads  for  this  compressor-turbine 
onle  are  tak^.o   ihiCüg1:   to  thm front  bearirg package. 

UM  ir-se-turbine unit   is  lupportttd   indepw-ride^.tly  through  the  rear 
housiug of   the  exhaust   diffuser  and  provides   for   the  axial  coupling of 
a  reduction  gear  La   this  rear  location.     Lubrication of   all   the  bearings 
is  •ccoapllahed hy   a closrd pre-r.scrized sy?ren:. 

BichsuPt   gases   art. di^-.harged  ridlally   tiom  the  engine  as   the   installation 
raquire«.     The overall   length of  tha  angltia,   excluding the reduction gear. 
La  !J5  inches  with  a maximum  frontal   diameter  of  27   inches.     Lacking  a 
detailed weight  aoalyalai   that   the   scope of   this  study  does  not   include, 
tha basl..   angina without  regenerator  ie  estircated  to weigh 250  pounds. 

Ihe  exchanger  behind!  the  sonpraaaor  and the t-.xch'j.nger behind  the turbine 
exit    r#qulra aaculaz-typa air ditfusers entering to provide the design 
frontal velocities   at  approximately  30 and   6C  feat per second  respectively. 
£a designing tha  llffuaara,   MBpbaala  has  been  placed or. obtaining 
relativnly  uflt'ctBi val »cltj   profiles  i'. a Blniaua length without incurring 
ezcetsive  total   prasauca   Us?.     To   achlavf   these ohje-.trves,   a combination 
at high-rate diffusion concepts,   wbicb. Individually have been proven 
axparimaricallyi  have tua-n trt-.f.rporat<.d m t.hs diffuser designs«    The design 
A-.d  malysls of diffuse!   hatwaaa the  compressor and  the upstream heat 
axchaoger  has   tetn  divided  into  three  stagte.     In the  initial   stage   the 
design provides  opttrl^aJT^ diffusion  through  ar   araa  ratio  of  1.77.     This  stage 
Lneludas   a  curvad-vall   area  schedule  which  r«-.pre8ftPt.e   a   linear velocity 
■ lereU ri'l-r   *:?   i  fi.-Tftlcn of  distaaca  at  a geormetric divergence  angle 
which varies   fro*  7*;   to   L0  degrees.     'Ihc  second  stage  of   thr-.  diffuser has 

!a 40"degrre.e  gaoaatrlc dlvarganca  cirgle  with a:: area ratio of  2.1.     The outer 
wall  of   tnl t   section   is  tr.adii of porous  ete'jl   to  provide  area bleed  for  the 
purpost;   of  boundary   laysr   renaovai.     Approxtscately  37, bleed  is   intended  at 
thi c point  and wl.ll   be  v.seii  fci   bearing cooling etc.     Tlu;  final   stage of 
the  daalgn la  affactlvaly   a dump  sacfloa with  as area ratio of  2.5.     Three 
vanes  dividing four e.^'-gl   areas are   i'.eluded   In  thla  section  to  improve  the 
fiT»al   velocity dlatrlbt tlon.     Tha  overall  diffuser configuration has an 
area  ratio  of  9.35. 
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Structural considerations downstream of the turbine imposed a more 
restrictive set of conditions on the diffuser in that location than 
on the compressor exit diffuser.  For this reason, there was not 
enough flexibility to permit incorporating several of the more 
attractive diffuser concepts in this design.  The exit annulus from 
the turbine exit guide vane presents a divergent passage with a 
mean direction of 10 degrees outward from axial.  The diffuser is 
required to provide an 80-degree turn to a radial heat exchanger. 
Three splitter vanes have been incorporated in the initial section to 
form 4 passages of equal divergence angles.  This section of the 
diffuser turns through approximately 60 degrees.  The remainder of 
the diffusion and turning is accomplished in an effective dump 
section. 

The performance of the diffi^sers so described and incorporated in 
the design *iff*r in detail with that »ssuaied for puarposfes 
of computing engir.e perromumce.  The performance analysis assumed 
98 percent total pressure recovery In each location; this specific 
design imnlias that the total pressure recovery, behind the compressor 
and behind the turbine are approximately 99 and 97 percent respectively. 
Engine performance is a function of the product of the recoveries, 
approximately 96 percent in each case.  Since performance is not 
materially affected, the original assumptions are not changed and 
this explanation should suffice. 
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1000 Horsepower Engine 
Weight of Regenerator 

A weight analysis of the regenerator system. Including NaK, shows a 
total of 302.6 pounds.  This total system weight, based on present 
state-of-the-art materials and fabrication techniques. Includes the 
change In weight of engine components that are attributable to the 
addition of the regenerator system. 

The weight breakdown Is tabulated below: 

Heat Exchanger behind compressor 
Finned tubes 
Unflnned tube sections at bends 
Headers and expansion chambers 

Heat Exchanger behind turbine 
Finned tubes 
Unflnned tube sections at bends 
Headers and expansion chambers 

Connecting lines 

Casings, supports, shafting, and misc. 

Electric heaters in headers and lines 

NaK pump 

NaK 

WEIGHT, pounds 

72.4 
1.95 

17.25 

60.8 
1.70 

18.67 

4.94 

66.02 

10.00 

30.00 

18.9 

Total 302.63 

This total regenerator weight is added to an estimated basic engine 
weight of 250 pounds for a total engine-regenerator weight of 553 
pounds.  The specific fuel consumption of this engine, at its design 
point is .446 pounds per horsepower hour, as previously quoted.  If 
the heat transfer design were thoroughly optimized on a digital computer, 
the weight of Che heat exchangers might possibly be decreased by 10 
pounds.  The design items Chat are involved in such a refinement Include 
fin-tube diameter ratio, fin thickness. Cube spacing, tube shape and 
others. 

As inferred in various locations in this report the weight of the heat 
exchangers could be decreased if certain design concepts and implied 
successful development work ware presumed.  There follows a list of 
design features in this category cogether with an estimated weight saving: 
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DealKD r«>tur« 

1.  Instcad of NaK use* of 
lithlua 
sodium 

Wslght Saving 
founds 

27.7 
15.8 

2. Use of 30 fins per Inch Instead of 
24 In both heat exchangers 

3. Use of alumlnusi fins In heat exchanger 
behind the conpressor 

4. Use of thin tapered fins** (stainless-steel- 
clad copper) 

5. Elimination of preheating system 

12 

55 

10 

All of the numbered weight saving Items can be realised collectively 
except for the combination of Items 1 and 5. 

♦Including use of a 20 pound pump. 

**Eatlmated to be available within 2 years. Before the end of 1961 fin 
material is expected to be developed which will save 35 pounds in the 
assembly. 
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HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATIONS 

A heat transfer study to shew reason for the cncic.e of several values of 
certain jarameters for the 1000-horsepower engine regenerator design was 
made and is reported in Appendix A.  Core weight, face area and number 
tube layers were studied over ranges of regenerator effectiveness, percent 
total pressure loss end niscber of fins per inch.  The choice of 27. pressure 
loss in each cere Is justified as representing a good compromise between 
weight ot the hMt exchanger ead  ajcepcable engine performance.  The study 
shows that the weight of the heat exch*nger core decreases continuously as 
a,function of fin spacing up to at least 30 fins per inch.  The choice of 
24 fins per inch, to avoid fouling par:icularly behind the turbine, is 
justitied irt &s much as the weight per.aicy is not severe down to at least 
20 fins pei inch.  Th» advisability ot designing down toward .50 overall 
regenerator ef fecclveaess is c", if irmed by the rapid increase of total core 
weight aa a function of overall regenerstor effectiveness.  The .004-inch 
copper thickness used in the design is shawn to be only slightly greater 
than the .003 optimum demonstrated in the appendix study. 

The haat transfer design cnlculctiom were made by assuming a pressure drop 
and the nunber of tube layers which fixed the face area and then by solving 
for the exchanger individuai effe.tiver.ess.  Various combinations of indivi- 
dual effectivenesses which give the required -.verall effectiveness were 
then weighed to find the minimum weight regenerator which meets the physical 
design requirements.  Physical design requirements for the exchanger down- 
stream of the ccvmpr essoi require that there be two tube layers per pass to 
keep the NaK pressure drop low srd nn even number of passes so that the 
lines cünne:tlrig the exenangers are kept at the shortest possible length, 
except as modified by the location of the NaK pump.  This combination 
restricta the number of tube layers in the exchanger behind the compressor 
to multiples of four. 

In the exchanger behind the turbine the greater number of tubes per layer 
and the lower manbers of layers give lower NaK velocity and pressure drop 
allowing in tutn the use of only one layer per pass.  The NaK pump is 
located in?ide and toward the rear of the diffuser behind the turbine. 
This location leads to a requirement that there be an odd number of passes 
in this downstream heat exchanger. 
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A calculation of the design procedure is given below preceded by a table 
of definitions: 

Definition of Symbols Used 

A       Area, ft2 

C       Fluid heat capacity ■ WCp 
BTU 

Cp      Specific heat at constant pressure, ,^.Op 

D       Diameter, inches 

De_     Equivalent diameter, ft = 4 (exchanger minimum free flow area) 
L/(total heat transfer area) 

ac?ir ^c 1 
E-       Regenerator effectiveness of exchanger behind compressor* w •    -,  

*L2-*acl 

E^      Regenerator effectiveness of exchanger behind turbines L2- LI 

Tac2-'racl En Overall regenerator effectiveness - ;  
0 Tahl-Tacl 

f       Friction factor (see page 38) 

lb. 
G       Exchanger flow stream mass velocity, , _   f 2  "   rv 

h       Heat transfer film coeeficient,  1IIL___ 
hour-ft^-^ 

k       Thermal conductivity,  21^—„— 
hour-ft-0F 

L       Length of exchanger core, feet 

a       Number of tubes 

NTU     Number of heat transfer units • -lüL. 
cmln 

NCT     Steuton Number «  h ST Ttfr- 
p 

F       Total pressure, Ib/ft^ 

R       Gas constant, ft/0F 

D.fl G Re      Reynolds number - —Sa— 
H 

t       Thickness, ft 

BTU 
U       Overall heat transfer coefficient, 7~   7~7~öZ nour —Et   *  jr 

V Velocity,   ft/sec 
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W       Weight flow, lb/sec 

y       Half the copper thickness of the fin, inches 

2       Height, inches 

■ 
H Viscosity,  __Lk 
' "  sec-FE 0   2 

K (0)    Fin efficiency function,  —n  , (see pages 33 and 38) 
BTU 

f* density, lb/ft3 

Subscripts 

a air or gas 

c heat exchanger behind the compressor 

h heat exchanger behind the turbine 

i inside, referred to tube 

L liquid NaK 

m mean, (between inside «nd outside as applied to tube surface areas) 

max maximum 

min mlnumam 

0 overall regenerator, outside 

1 entering (as applied to the liquid NaK relative to heat exchangers, 
"entering" refer« to the heat exchanger behind the tukblne) 

2 leaving (as applied to the liquid NaK relative to the heat 
exchangers, "leaving" refers to the heat exchanger behind the 
turbine) 
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HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN SAMPLE CALrm.ATTn.ac 

A.     Heat  Exchanger  Behind Compressor 

(1)     Given Pal   :   U670  lb/ft*,   T^  .   l097  0R>   ^  ,  8   ^   ^^ 887 

0 lb/sec 
Ra  -  53.345   ft/  F,   g   ,   32.174  ft/sec2,   Deq  -.00514  ft, 

■ =   .03308   ft.,   Cpa  .   ,2515  Btu/lb-0F(     ^P/p  ,   .018 

/Van.  --  2.085   x   lO"5   lb/sec.-ft)   Experimental  Friction Factor Constant   .- 
.17926 

Aflcw//Aface " -543, Adjusted Stanton Correlation Constant s .0156 

Zfin "   -i308^ in., D0 fin a .418 in., kfln = 200 BTU/hr-ft-0F 

yfin . .002 in., hL = 15660 BTU/hr-ft2-0F 

ktubewall » l1-2  BTU/hr-ft-0F. A0/Ai . 15.92, ttube . .00125 ft. 

Ao/Ajn - 14.30, hfouling(air) . 500 BTU/hr-f t2-0F. A^ face . 13.971 
P . 

(2)    Q       ,  L. =      14670 = .2507 lb/ftJ w    nun " Ra n        (53.345)(1Ö97) 

(3) 1.795 D1.205    p 

max 

n1.205    p 

(2^)   (yL/a-Z05)   (Friction Factor Const tant) (^«795)  (see page 38) 
1-795 % (■00514)1'203(1467Q)(32.174)(.018) 

nvmax    (2)(.03308)(.0000208)-205(,i7926)(.2507)-
795 ' 35640 

(4) Select n number of tube layers ■ 24 

1.795   1.795       .,,,/„ 
(5) V    . nV     /n =  ^2 , ^85 

max     max 24 

(6) Vmax ' LZgLy^S^ = 1-795^/1485' . 68.51 ft/iec 

^    Amin  '    ^TiE    ■  (.2507H558.51)     '   ^ ^ 

f8")     A - min :   .5624   - 2 
W        face   ' Aflow/Aface *™ -   1.035   ft 

(9)     Re   -  Deq  "w   ^am    ,     (-00514) (58. 5) (. 2507) 
IV 2.08   x  IO"

5 

/   am 
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„ ^v   /loooj-435    /1000\435 

<10) (-RT/    '136T7J    ■ -5714 

(11)  NST = (Adjusted Stanton Correlation Constant) ^=/   =(.0156) (.5714) 

NST s .00891 (consistent with Stanton correlation J factor, see p. 38) 

<12>  Gaiiiax = Rfc Vainax = (-2507) (58.51) = 14.67 lb/ft2-8ec 

(13)  ha = (3600 Cpa) (G^^) (NST) = (3600) (.2515) (14.67) (.00891) 

ha = 118.3 BTU/hr -ft2-0F 

(,4)   K<a> ' THKibcW   / KZX^ 
K(0) ;  (. 130875) 2     ,/ .41^ 

(12)(200)(.002) U .418 - 2(71308757 =  •00583 (8ee P'ge 38) 

(15)  i 1 t   (^ube)^/^) , Ao/A4.l            1     f K(0) 
U ha        ktube        hL    hfouling    * 

i 1    . (.00125)(14.30)   15.92 . _1_   . .00583          hr-ft* 
U (118.3)       12.2      T 15660  500 ■*"   3  " .01486    BTU 

2 o. 

2 
(16) nAface . (24)(1.035) » 24.84 ft 

(17) UA  , (nAface) (A0/nAfflf.e) . (24.84) (13.971) . 23350 BTU/hr.oF 
0 A. .01486 

(18) Ca   =   (3600)(Cpa)(Wa)   =   3600   (.2515)(8.25)   =7470  BTU/hr-0F 

BTU 
(19) CL   .   3600 CpL WL  =  3600   (.234)   8.87   :   7470  hr_oF 

(20) NTU  -^ = fJES    =  3.126 cmin       7470 
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(21) CL   -  Ca or Cmin/c^  =   1 

(22) Ec   -   -—jffi - l+^lu   '   •758   t— Reference  1.   page   11,   Equetlon  12b) 

B.  Exchanger Behind the Turbine 

The calculation procedure for the exchanger behind the turbine is 
identical to that behind the compressor except that Cah> C,   and 
E  , l-e-NTU<1-Caiin/CmJv) 
h " ! Cmin a-NTU(l-CnHn/c  ) '   ^8ee —fTt—< 1, page 11, equation 12); 

^max m*x 

as calculated Eh = .631, 

where C^n - CL - 7470 ^^ 
BTU 

and        Cnax . C^h ■  3600 Cpah Wa ■  3600   (.2595)   8.25  -  7707 hr,PF 

BTU 

SK • M •H4a'^ ••MW ITT 

=   .525 

or  19f) 

(2) Repeat calculations for both exchangers Ssisctlng different 
values of n until desired E0 is obtained and the total 
exchanger weight is a minimum.  This procedure is iterative. 

D.  Temperatures 

given:  Tacl . 959 0F, Tahl = 14790R 

(1) Ttc2 = E0 (T»hl - T,ci) -f T,cl = (.525) (1479-959)4. 959 . 1232 0R 

(2) WL CpL (T^ -TL1) - Wa Cp,c (Tac2 - T.^) 

TT2 - TL1 - 8.25^2515)(1232-959) .    0 
L2    LI       8 87 (234) Z7-} R 

(3) TL2 - Tftll ' Tiri 4. T.cl - ^"2 -959 + 959 . in9  OR 
Ec .75Ö 

(4) TL1 > 1319 - 273 = 1046OR 

Overall Reg snerator 

(1) *o ■ 
1 1 

k* 1 -i -■1^1 
.75 8    £31 -1 

for 
cah» Cac  » CL (see Reference  1, P* 
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(5) (WCpAT)ac . (WCp4T)L = (WCpZlT)ah 

w« cp«h <Tahl " Tah2) = 8.25 (.2515) 273 = 566.4 gg 

T«h2 " Tahl - 8.25(
62595) = 1479 " 265 " 1214 OR 

The results of the calculation and those items on which the heat transfer 
design depends are tabulated Below.  In addition, values for the heat 
exchangers designed for the 300-ST test engine are included for direct 
comparison later in this report. 
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The Stantou correlation J-factor   and  the  friction  factor,   f,   used  in  this 
design have  been adjusted   107. downward  from values  plotted  against Reynold 
Number  in a Kayes & London plot   (Reference  1,   page  113,   Figure 92).     This 
choice  of values  conforms with  this  company's   experimental   data  and with 
that  in Reference 2,   page 34,  Figure  1/. 

Equation   3  is  a combination and   rearrangement  of 

Av i   ~   ■< O u^ -.205 
id£    -    ±u—Hgf v—    and  f    =     (friction factor constant)   (Re) 
P     Deq<28) P 

The former is recognized as the usual fricticnal pressure drop formula 
while the latter is empirical and consistent with friction factor data 
indicated above. 

The fin efficiency function is adapted from Gardner's hyperbolic tangent 
formula (Reference 3, page i.68, equation 10-8a) and is applied as a thermal 
resistance.  It is accurate to within 17. for values of fin efficiency 
greater than 757..  This formula is specific for circumferential fins of 
rectangular cross section.  The farter y as used in this design calculation 
is one-half the copper thickness of the fin. 

The fouling factor applied to the fin surface was selected as quoted in 
Reference 3, page 189, Table 8-3.  No estimate can be made of the time 
the exchanger may be used before this factor is exceeded. 

Using NTU values of 3.126 and 1.668 in the exchangers behind the compressor 
and behind the turbine respectively under conditions of C^n/C^^jj^?!.. OO^Wtar- 
flow is approximated in the design.  Reference 1, page 34, Figure 7 indi- 
cates a good approach to counterflow for 4 crossflow passes with unmixed 
flow within passes and mixed flow between passes.  This design has 12 and 
5 passes respectively in the exchangers behind the compressor and behind 
the turbine.  The small clearance, triangular pitch and large number of 
fins per inch produce a stratification of gas flow which prevents mixing 
between passes as well as within passes  The serpentine arrangement of 
the tubes allows no mixing of Che NaK.  Since the effect of mixing is to 
reduce the effectiveness below the counterflow value, this unmixed arrange- 
ment furthers the approach tc counterflow performance. 

The qualitative relationships among the variables which affect size, after 
the matrix Is selected, are as follows.  Individual effectiveness Increases 
with increasing number of tube layers and increasing face area.  The face 
area Increases with the number of tube layers since lower velocity is 
required at high numbers of tube layers to keep pressure drop constant. 
The core weight increases with both face area and number of tube layers. 
Thus the weight Increase becomes large when high effectiveness is required. 
Quantitative description of these functions are found in Appendix A. 
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It can be seen, herein from 

Km l-+±- -1 
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■ 

■ Jr 'tTr. 
■•'-'; 

■^Ä^ ^4^^ **& 

that for constant E0, Ec and Ej, are in an inverse relationship.   Since 
weight increases with increasing E for both exchangers there is a balance 
to be made between the two component regenerator effectivenesses.  This 
balance comes about by plotting total core weight versus the ratio 
E /E, for constant E ,  Figure 14 shows component effectiveness ratio 
plotted against cere weight for .50, .525 and .55, overall effectiveness 
and the .525 design point.  With Ec/Eh fixed, Ec and E, are both fixed 
by the required E..  Net every pcint on the curves can be met in actuality 
since many of thMl are fcr fractional tube layers.  The absolute optimum 
ratio of Ec/Eu cannot be obtained  Only a small, weight penalty, however, 
is incurred in accepting the effectiveness ratio as required by the physi- 
cal limitatlcns.  The design includes an overall effectiveness of .525 
which represents the closest approach that could be made to the .50 
intended, within the physical limitations of the number of passes and 
tube layers already described 

Figure 15 shows the variation in tore weight as number of tube layers and 
face area are varied.  This plot is the simplified version of the curves 
from which weights were determined for Figure 14.  Figure 15 was con- 
structed from the basic weight versus face area and tube layer curve for 
the pertinent matrix and the face area-tube layer combinations.  Figure 16 
shows the variation in effectiveness with face area at constant 4 P/P and 
the locations cf the design points fcr each exchanger.  Figure 17 shows 
the variation in core weight with individual exchanger effectiveness and 
the respective design points. 
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SERIES 300--ST IDRBOSHAIT ENGINE 

The 300-ST engine, is a small, centrifugal-flow-compressor-type gas turbine 
rated at a nominal 60 horsepower. Th« basic engine wsighs 89 pounds; its 
height is 24 inches; width, 15 inches; length. 19 inches=  The engine is 
compact and features a single reversed-flow combustion chamber mounted semi- 
externally out of the front of the engine,  A c«ntrifugal water pump is 
incorporated in tmm  engine, geared to the drive shaft. 

Air enters at two side intakes, passes cnrough a single-sided centrifugal 
impsller into a radial diffuser ar.d it- turn enters an annular type plenum 
chamber which envelopes the. hot-gas passage from combustion chamber to 
turbine.  Leaving the annular plenum chamber the air enters the combustion 
chamber, reverses its fJov a* fuel i.3 burned and passes in the above- 
mentioned hot-gas passage to the turbine, from there exhausted axially. 
A cut-away of the engine (page ^.S) shows the pertinent physical features. 
A fuller description, of the engine i« found in Reference 3. 

The basic engine has been eellbreted et Quehenne, Pennsylvania.  This 
calibration is reported under separate cover in TREC Technical Report 61-47, 
Reference 4.  Photographs oi the engine have been taken from Reference 4 
and are reprinted herein on pages 46 thru 49.  For a description of the 
calibration running and its results., reference should be made to TREC 
Technical Report 61-47. 

Drawing R111000 (page 40) shows the regenerator as assembled on the Series 
300-ST turboshaft engine.  Drawing R1.10998 and R111009 (pages 42 and 44) 
show the exchanger assemblies behind the compressor and behind the turbine 
respectively.  This engine is well suited for adaptation to regenerator 
testing.  The compressor delivery air lb readily routed through a heat 
exchanger and baclc into the ^ombusticn chamber with a minimum of rework 
to the engine.  Turbine exhaust gases c.oT.r.inue without change in direction 
through an axial heat, exchanger placed downstream of the turbine.  As shown 
on drawing R111000, the reworks ro the engine include the following basic 
changes: 

1. Remo\.al of the combustion chamber frotr an internel and 
forward-facing poeition to an externaj. aft position. 
This change involves cutting of a circular hole in the 
upper rear end ot the compressor outlet housing and welding 
on of a new coiDtusrlor.--chambf.r"atr-inlet-annulus-attaching 
flange as well as removal of the top of the turbine inlet 
ductiiig and installatlor. of a transition piece from the 
rectangular turbine inlet duct to the circular burner 
outlet. 

2. Ducting of compressor delivery air from the original com- 
bustion chamber location through the exchanger to the side 
of the new combustion ehenber inlet housing. 
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3. Ducting of outlet gas to the turbine exchanger through a 
transition that is welded to the existing tail pipe. 

The ducting of the two exchangers is designed to maintain gradual turns and 
low velocity for low pressure drop in the circuit.  Compressor delivery air 
and the gas leaving the turbine are dumped at low velocity into plenum chambers 
and are passed through screens before entering the respective heat exchangers 
in order to destroy large-scale turbulence.  The controlling purpose of the de- 
sign is to establish uniform distribution entering the heat exchangers.  Stress 
in the ducting is small, as allowed by the moderately low pressure.  The 
ducting material AISI 304 selected on the basis of 1000-hour operation for 
creep, rupture and corrosion is more than adequate for the testing proposed 
for this engine. 

The instrumentation for both the engine and the regenerator is shown on 
drawing R111000 (page 4a).  A list of the instruments by location follows: 

Instrumentation 

Position Location Instruments 

A 

B 

Inlets to engine 

Outlet from compressor 

Compressor outlet duct 

Plenum chamber between com- 
pressor and exchanger, up- 
stream of screen 

2 thermocouples 

1 total temperature thermo- 
couple 

1 wall static pressure tap 

5 total temperature thermo- 
couples (rake) 

3 wall static pressure taps 

3 wall static pressure taps 

Plenum chamber between 
compressor and exchanger, 
downstream of the screen 

3 wall static pressure taps 
2 thermocouples 

F 

G 

H 

J 

Inlet duct to exchanger 
behind compressor 

Outlet duct from exchanger 
behind compressor 

Inlet duct to combustion chamber 

Outlet from turbine 

4 wall static pressure taps 

1 total temperature thermo- 
couple probe(gas sampling) 

2 wall static pressure taps 

4 wall static pressure taps 

1 total temperature thermo- 
couple 

1 total pressure probe 
I wall static pressure tap 
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Position 

M 

N 

P 

R 

Location 

Plenum chamber between turbine 
and exchanger, upstream of screen 

Plenum chamber between turbine 
and exchanger, downstream of 
screen 

Inlet duct to exchanger behind 
turbine 

Outlet duct from exchanger behind 
turbine 

NaK cross-over tube 

NaK line entering exchanger 
behind turbine 

NaK line leaving exchanger 
behind compressor 

Water cutlets from pump 

Instruments 

4 wall static pressure taps 

2 thermocouples 

4 wall static pressure taps 

3 total temperature thermo- 
couples 

1 thermocouple 

1 thermocouple 

1 thermocouple 

2 pressure taps 

Design of 300-ST Heat Exchangers 

The purpose of incorporation of 
is to demonstrate performance of 
generator system. The designs o 
the lOOO-horsepower core designs 
finned tubes, headers and expans 
The calculation procedure used t 
the same as that for the 1000-ho 
were taken in materials and othe 
and minimise ccst. 

a regenerator in the 300-ST engine 
a light-weight, liquid-metal ro- 

f 3C0~ST exchanger cores parallel 
and include the use of the similar 
ion chambers incorporating hallows, 
o design the 300-ST exchangers is 
rsepower design.  Certain deviations 
r details to expedite procurement 

The major dimensional differences be 
outside diameter, tube outside diame 
inch tubing with a wall thickness of 
readily available than the 5/32-inch 
tooling of the iinned-tube fabricate 
clad with .0033-inch stainless steel 
time than the .C04-lnch copper with 
fied in the prototype core. The tub 
have been changed to AIS I 304 to ace. 
cost, mainly by eliminating expensiv 

tween the two d 
ter and tube wa 
.020 inches, a 
size and confo 

rs.  .0034-inch 
is in turn mor 
.002-Inch stain 
e material and 
omplisb conside 
e Inspection. 

esigns are the fin 
11 thickness.  3/16- 
s used, is more 
rms to the currant 
copper fin material 

c available at this 
less steal as spaci- 
thc fir. cladding 
rable savings in 
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SERIES 300-ST HEAT EXCHANGERS 

Number of finned-tube layers 
In direction of airflow 

Number of passes of each 
serpentined tube 

Tubes per l^rer across air stream 

Configuration of flow passage 

Face Area 

Finned Tube O.D. 

Finned Tube wall thickness 

Fins per inch 

Fin installation configuration 

Fin thickness 

Fin configuration 

Fin O.D. 

Tube material 

Fin material 

Header material 

Expansion ^chatnbr  material 

Expansion bellows material 

Housing material 

Exchanger 
Behind Compressor 

16 

10 and 11 

Rectangular 
4.705 inches x 
9.97 inches 

47.10 square inches 

.1875 inches 

.020 inches 

24 

Helical 

.01/.008 inches 

.0034 inches copper 

.0033 inches «tain- 
less clad on both 
sides 

.375 inches 

AISI 304 

Copper, cladding 
AISI 304 

AMS 5560 

AMS 5560 

AMS 5560 

AISI 304 

Exchanger 
Behind Turbine 

17 and 18 

Rectangular 
14.97 Inches x 
7.68 inches 

115.34 square inches 

.1875 inches 

.020 inches 

24 

Helical 

.01/.008 inches 

.0034 inches copper 

.0033 inches stain- 
less clad on both 
sides 

.375 inches 

AISI 304 

Copper,cladding 
AISI 304 

AMS 5560 

AMS 5560 

AMS 5560 

AISI 304 
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The reduced amount of thermal unbalance of the 300-ST exchanger as 
compared to the 1000-horsepower design was made necessary by the physical 
requirement of NaK pressure drop^ which indicated that there be two layers 
per pass, and by the requirement of an even number of passes to keep the 
lines short and with th« headers properly located.  Percent core pressure 
drops are calculated t > be 2.3% and 3% Ln the heat exchangers behind the 
compressor and behind the turbine respectively. 

A tabulated comparison of the 300-ST and lOOO-horsepower designs, as 
previously introducted, is made on page 36.  In addition there follows 
on page 54 a tabular description of the 300-ST heat exchangers which 
supplements and in some rases repeats the description as tabulated 
in the other figure. 

The effect on core weight of increasing the tube outside diameter from 
5,/32 to 3/16 inches and the tube thickness from .015 to .020 inches and 
of decreasing the fin outside diameter from -418 to .375 inches has been 
calculated for the 300-ST design.  For identical regenerator performance 
these, dimensional differences result in an increase of 4% in core weight. 

The relaxation in quality of roaterial for the containment of NaK is justified 
since no endurance testing is required.  The regenerator is considered ex- 
pendable after 10 to 20 hours of performance testing.  The material specified 
are considered adequate to accomplish this performance testing. 

The bellows in each expansion chamber is designed to allow for 3.75 cubic 
inches displacement; in the 4 expansion chambers, 15 cubic inches total 
displacement.  The volume of the antire NaK system without expansion 
chambers is 123 cubic inches.  When the external expansion chamber (riser) 
is valved shut, the intertill expansion chambers have adequate capacity to 
handle, the. expansion and contraction of the NaK in the system. 

NaK Circulating Loop System 

Schematic drawing from R 111038 (page 53) shows the NaK circulating loop 
system.  This basic system includes a pump, flowmeter, expansion tank and 
auxiliary equipment consisting of valves, piping and temperature and pressure 
gages.  A laboratory vacuum pump will be attached when charging the system. 
This minimum NaK loop concept should adequately support at least 20 hours 
of heat exchanger performance testing. 

After connection to the engine regenerator units, the system will be charged 
with NaK by first filling the entir« system with nitrogen, by then evacuating 
the system, and finally by allowing the NaK to rise into the partial vacuum. 
The liquid level indicators in the expansion tank will show when the system 
is full.  System conditions will be accomplished by charging bulk NaK, heating 
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and dumping.  A cover of Inert gas under pressure will be kept on the free 
NaK surface in the expansion chamber.  During a portion of the 300-ST 
engine testing the valves in the line to the external expansion tank will 
be closed to demonstrate operation of the flight-type expansion chambers 
incorporating bellows.  The drain valve will have a remote control feature 
to make possible the dumping of the major portion of the NaK in the 
system without delay at any time.  Two alternating current electro mag- 
netic pumps will be used to flow the NaK.  The voltage will be controlled 
to the pumps by Varlacs capable of supplying 30 amps at 270 volts.  NaK 
flow will be measured by an electrodynamic flowmeter.  The expansion 
tank is located at the high point of the loop at the suction side of the 
pump.  It is designed to contain expansion of all liquid metal from 
ambient temperature to the top operating temperature.  The tank design 
includes upper and lower liquid level indicators to monitor the liquid 
metal level, a cover of inert gas, mentioned before, with a pressure gage 
and a shut-off valve and a pressure relief valve.  The NaK loop itself 
will be fabricated from 5/8-inch AISI 304 tubing. 
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Appendix A 
1000-Korsepcwer Engine Heac Exchangers Parametric Design Study 

In the design of extended surface heat exchangers for application to 
gas tuj bine regenerat:.rs there are a number of variables to which 
values ha.e to be given  In an atteaipt to determine the effect of these 
parameters on heat exchanger core weight and face area, and on the number 
of tube layers required, an extensive study was made in which many exchangers 
were parametCtCÄlly designed for a lOOO-hcrsepower turboshaft engine having 
a 7/1 compressor pressure ratio and a 1750oF turbine entry temperature. 
Core weight, face are* a,nd number of tube layers were determined for various 
overall regenerator ef f ecti\ enesses (,E0) , percent total pressure loss, 
(JSLE.) ,   and number of fins per inch.  This calculation was done for the two 
fifi configurations outlined in ;he r.able on page 78.  Fin Configuration 1 
is this company s design and is the main object of this study.  For com- 
parison, however. Fin Configuration 1  (A  standard production finned tube) 
was analized for one overall regenerator effectiveness.  In addition, a 
computation was made shewing the effect of fin thickness for one set of 
fixed values of E., SIX  ,   and fins per inch. 

The above computations were based on the assumption that the heat ex- 
changers behind the compressor and behind the turbine were of equal 
effectiveness  A computation was then made to determine the influence 
of effectiveness ratios other than unity en the combined weight of both 
cores. 

The calculation procedure par^lled ..he design point calculation procedure 
presented in this report on page 31: Deviations from this procedure were 
as follows. 

1.  The NaK tLlm  neat transfer coefficients (h^) were computed by 
a meihod presented in Reference 6, page 73, equation 1, giving 
values between 13,000 and 14,000 compared to the constant 
15,660 BTÜ per hour per square feet per  F used in the design 
point; c aloulaticn. 

1       No fouling factor is considered. 

ENGINE PERFORMANCE USED FCR THIS STUDY 

ahl 

acl 

ahl 

acl 

U 

15320R 

959CR 

2176 lb/ft 

14520 lb/ft4 

8.25 lb/sec 
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REGENERATOR ASSUMPTIONS 

Tah 

f 
ac 

ac CL 

Tahl '  Eo ^ahl  " ^acO 

T
acl •#• Eo (T ahl 

acJ _ 

" Tacl) 

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED 

P 

T 

T 

W 

SUBSCRIPTS 

c 

h 

L 

o 

1 

2 

Fluid heat capacity Wr 
BTU 

Specific  heat   at   constant  pressure^ lb- F 

Regenerator  effectiveness  of  exchanger 
behind compressor     g      'ac ^Tacl 

TL2-Xacl 

Regenerator effectivenpss of exchanger 
behind turbine    ''Vl^Li 

Tahl-TL1 

Overall regenerator effectiveness   _«c>-^«cl. 
Tahl-A »a 

Total pressure, Ib/ft^ 

o 
Total   temperature,    R 

o 
Mean Temperature,    R 

Weight   flow,   lb/sec 

Air  or  gas 

Heat exchanger behind compressor 

Heat exchanger behind turbine 

Liquid NaK 

Overall regenerator 

Entering 

Leaving 

(As applied to the liquid NaK 
relative to the heat exchangers,"irr i v«' 

STJ "entering" refers to the beet 
exchenger behind the turbine) 

- 
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TABLE:  FINKED TUBE CONTIGURATIONS 

All Dimensions in Inches 

1000-HP Engine 
Design 

(for comparison 
CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION only, not included 

1 2 In this studyj 

Outside diameter of fin .418 ,375 .418 
Outside diameter of tube .15625 .1875 .15625 
Thickness of copper .008 .004 .004 
Thickness of clad .001 .002 .002 
Total fin thickness .010 .008 .008 
Thickness of fin skirt .0035 none none 
Thickness of tube wall .015 .020 .015 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results obtained using fin Configuration 1 and 2 with constant 
fin thickness and constant effectiveness ratios are presented in 
Figures • through w where the variation of individual core pressure 
loss, exchanger face area, and core weights versus number of tube 
layers are snown for 20, ?4.4 and 30 fins pet inch, .50, .55, and 
.60 overall effectiveness ar.d percent, total pressure losses in the 
cores of 1, 2, 3 and 4.  In. addition, total core weight, (both exchangers) 
is presented versus overall regenerator effectiveness and number of 
fins per inch for the seae values of Ea. fins per inch and percent of 
total pressure loss as above. 

The following general cone 1 usieis are baaed on these data- 

1. Reduction oi total pressure losses in the cores below 2% of 
entering pressure involves rapid increases in required face 
areas and  resulting weights (see Figures g. i, and o-x). 

2. Exchanger face area increases as the number of fins per inch 
increases but core weight, which is, in addition, a function 
of the decreasing number oi tube layers, decreases continuously 
up to at least 30 fins per inch.4 (see Figures d-i and m-so). 

3. The highei overall regeueratDx effectiveness« require greater 
face areas and core weights for the same pressure lose and fin 
configuration   (see Figaros d-i and m-x).. 

4. The exchanger behind the turbine need incorporate considerably 
fewer tut«- layers for tut samp effectiveness and pressure loss 
US the exchanger behind the compressor but requires considerably 
greater face are-i and twice as much weight (for example, compare 
Figures a and J  d arid IT., Also  g snd  n). 

5. Fin•tube Configuration 2 yields core weights which are somewhat 
less than those obtained with Configuration 1 and face areas 
and numbers of tube layers which are somewhat higher.  Apparently 
the. effects of the deletion of the fin skirt and the reduction 
of the fir. thickness sic diameter outweigh the effects of 
increasing tube size and wall thickness,  No attempt is made here 
to isolate these functions (see Figures a, d, g, j, o, p, and u). 

On Figures y through bb are preseutc-.i the effects of varying the thickness 
of the copper in the fins on numler of tute layers, exchanger face area, 
and core weight.  It can be seen that both face area and core, weight 
decrease with copper thickness to values ot approximately .003 inches. 

*There is a practical liirit to th« number of fins per inch which would 
continue to give reduced weights in tKat the fin efficiency would be 
adversely effected wh»-n the fin spacing becaao: sufficiently small to 
cause interference of the boundary layer« on each surface. 



Also, on these stone  figures (y through bb) the results obtained when a solid 
aluminum fin is used in the exchanger behind the compressor are presented 
for comparison.  It can be seen that the core with the aluminum fin is 
materially lighter (Figure y) despite Increased requirement for number of 
tube layers (Figure z).  This increase In tube layers is a function of the 
lower thermal conductivity of the aluminum.  Core weight, using aluminum 
fins, does not increase with fin thickness as rapidly as when using clad 
copper fins. 

It should be noted that the parameters fcr the stainless-steel-clad fins 
are plotted against the copper thickness only (total thickness less .002 
inches), whereas for the aluminum the thickness is plotted against the 
total thickness.  Except for the calculation of fin efficiency, as mentioned 
above, the effect cf the stainless steel ci&dding was taken fully into 
account.  Plotted against the copper thickness only, the heat transfer 
function of the thickness is emphasized and, in particular, for the 
comparison with the aluminum. 

The face areas obtained utilizing copper and aluminum fins are presented 
on Figure bb.  Here it can be seen that for all values of thicktte»s greater 
than optimum, the aluminom fin appears to require lower face areas than 
the clad copper.  If the curve fcr the clad crpper fin is adjusted for 
cladding thickness, the two curves are practically the same. 

On Figure cc total core weight is shown versus effectiveness ratio using 
a constant overall effectiveness of .55,   .24.4 fins per inch of the fin 
Configuration 1, and a core total pressure loss of 2 percent in each 
exchanger.  It can be seen that the optimum component regenerator effect- 
iveness ratio for these conditions is approximately 1.10, the exchanger 
behind the compressor having the larger effectiveness.  Since it can be 
shown elsewhere that at an overall ideal effectiveness of 1 the optimum 
effectiveness ratio likewise occurs at 1.0, it is concluded that at overall 
effectivenesses greater than .55 the optimum effectiveness ratio will be 
between 1.00 «nd 1.10 and that fcr overall effectiveness less than .55 
the optimum effectiveness ratio will be greater than 1.10.  It is signi- 
ficant to note the importance of maintaining any unbalance in the system 
in favor of higher component effectiveness in the exchanger behind the 
compressor since the alternative causes a rapid increase in overall cor« 
weight (see tlao Fig-re lA'i . 
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